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As the hydrodynamic theory breaks down with the local density ap-
proximation in the fermionic superfluid with spin-polarization, we develop a
general formalism of the adiabatic dynamics for the low-lying collective modes
in the BEC-BCS crossover, which is exact in the adiabatic limit. This adi-
abatic dynamic theory is based on a static density functional theory of the
spin-polarized superfluid system, which we derive as a generalization of the
conventional density functional theory of superfluid for current experimental
interests. A special case where the system is uniform and analytically solv-
able is studied in detail. We show that our adiabatic equations of motion are
reduced to the hydrodynamic equations of motion within local density approx-
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Chapter 1
Introduction to BEC-BCS Crossover
It is well known that all elementary particles can be divided into two
basic categories depending on their spins, bosons and fermions. The bosons
are particles with integer spins. They obey the Bose-Einstein statistics, which
means that an unlimited number of bosons may simultaneously share a single
quantum state. Therefore, when the temperature is cooled close to absolute
zero, a finite fraction of bosons would stay in the same lowest quantum state.
This new state of matter is called Bose-Einstein Condensation (BEC).
BEC owes its name to the prediction of physicists Bose and Einstein [1,
2] in 1925. The well-publicized experimental realization of BEC in 1995 [3, 4, 5]
(seventy years after its theoretical predication) has fundamental significance in
modern physics. The velocity-distribution of the trapped atoms are shown in
Figure 1.1, which is one of the most well-known images of BEC. The number
of atoms sharing the same velocity is indicated by the false color in the image,
varying from the fewest (red) to the most (white). A sharp peak appears when
the system is cooled below a critical temperature, confirming the formation of
BEC for the first time.
In contrast to the condensation of bosons, it is much more di!cult to
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Figure 1.1: Velocity-distribution of a dilute rubidium gas, as an ambiguous
proof of the discovery of BEC, with the system just above the critical temper-
ature (left); just below the critical temperature (middle); after further cooling
(right). Images courtesy of Mike Matthews, JILA research team.
generate a fermionic condensate, because the Pauli exclusion principle would
prevent the fermions to occupy the same quantum state simultaneously. How-
ever, there are two
However, there are two seemingly very di#erent mechanisms by which
a condensate phase may be formed out of fermionic particles. The first one
is a direct generalization of the condensation of bosons. If the fermions in
the system could be paired up and strongly bound together in a way that
the pair size is much smaller than the average interparticle spacing, it is good
enough to ignore the underlying fermionic statistic and regard the fermion
pair as a boson. Then, the composite boson should be condensed in the same
way as the normal bosons. The second way to condense the fermions is based
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on the well-known BCS theory of superconductivity [6]. Fermions can pair
up as Cooper pairs [7] in the presence of a weak attractive interaction. The
condensation of these Cooper pairs occurs simultaneously with the formation
process. The Cooper pairs are huge whose size is typically orders of magnitude
larger (100 times in conditional superconductors) than the average spacing
between fermions. They cannot be thought of as separate bosons since there
can be other fermions in between the two fermions of a Cooper pair. In recent
experiments [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] it was found that the fermionic condensate
can be achieved not only in the cases mentioned above, but along a whole
crossover between BEC and BCS as the two limits (Figure 1.2). This whole
range which smoothly connect the two regimes of BEC of bound molecules
and BCS of Cooper pairs is called BEC-BCS crossover [15].
A crucial tool to achieve the BEC-BCS crossover is the Feshbach res-
onance [17, 18, 19], which permits one to change the two-body interaction
between fermions simply by tuning an external magnetic field B. At low e-
nough temperatures, the interaction between two fermions can be described
by a single parameter, the s-wave scattering length a. Through Feshbach res-
onance, the value and even the sign of a can be adjust continuously along the
crossover from the BEC limit (where a is small and positive), through the
unitary limit (where a is order of magnitudes larger than the interparticle dis-
tance), to the BCS limit (where a is small and negative). The relation between
a and B is given by




Figure 1.2: Pairing mechanisms of fermions: (a) The BEC side, the fermions
form bound molecules whose sizes are smaller than the typical interparticle
spacings, (c) The BCS side, Cooper pairs are formed on the fermi surface
with the pair sizes much larger than the typical interparticle spacings, (b) The
crossover in between, the paired up fermions can be regarded as generalized
Cooper pairs whose sizes are in the same order of interparticle spacings. This
figure is a reproduction of Fig. 5 given in [16].
with B0 the critical magnetic field where the Feshbach resonance takes place.
The whole region of BEC-BCS crossover has two sides and three limits which
are widely mentioned in the literature. On the one side where a > 0, the
fermions prefer to form bound molecules which undergo BEC to superfluidity
at low temperature. This side of the resonance is called “BEC-side”. On the
other side of the resonance where a < 0, fermions tend to form loosely bound
Cooper pairs which simultaneously condense and form a superfluid. This side
is called “BCS-side”. The three limits are the BEC limit, the BCS limit, and
the unitary limit, which are corresponding to the scattering length a % 0+,
a % 0% and a % &, respectively.
The BEC-BCS crossover arouses considerable interests in the physics
4
community. A comparative study of fermi and bose condensation enables one
to investigate the role of quantum statistics at low temperature in a more com-
prehensive way. BEC-BCS crossover also serves as the first highly controllable
testbed for theories of strongly correlated many-body system. Also, the super-
fluidity at the strong-interacting unitary limit is associated with a new form
of superfluidity that may provide insights into high-temperature superconduc-
tivity [20, 21] (in the sense that Tc/TF ' 0.2). Moreover, with the study of
BEC-BCS crossover, one can learn about the strongly interacting fermi gas,
which maybe a probe to explore the physics of the high density nuclear matter
found in the center of neutron star [22].
In the next chapter, I will review the dynamical behavior of BEC-BCS
crossover from both an experimental and a theoretical point of view.
5
Chapter 2
Dynamics of the Ultra-Cold Fermi Gas
In this chapter, we will briefly review the dynamics of ultra-cold fermi
atoms in the BEC-BCS crossover from both an experimental and a theoretical
point of view. We will mainly focus on the low-lying collective modes. Many
relevant experiments have been conducted to investigate the dynamical prop-
erties [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. On the theoretical side, a major achievement is the
phenomenological hydrodynamic theory [26, 28], which has proven capable to
describe most of the relevant experimentally measured quantities with high
accuracy. Yet a solid microscopic foundation for the hydrodynamic theory
is missing, which is a major motivation we hope to systematically develop a
dynamical theory for the BEC-BCS crossover in the microscopic framework.
2.1 Experimental measurements
The time-dependent behaviors of fermi condensates are important sources
of information about the physical nature of the condensate. In this section, we
summarize experiments of the dynamical behaviors in the BEC-BCS crossover
region: anisotropic expansion and low-lying collective modes.
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2.1.1 Anisotropic expansion
Most of our knowledge about the properties of fermi condensates comes
from the density distribution images recorded from the absorption imaging
technique [29]. The absorption images are often taken after some free ex-
pansion of the cloud from the confining trap, since the density of the initial
trapped cloud is so high that the absorption is strongly saturated. It is essen-
tial to study the dynamics of fermi condensate which allows us to recover the
information of the original atomic cloud from the density distribution after
some free expansion. As in figure 1.1, the velocity distribution of the fermi
condensate is extracted from the spatial distribution of the atoms recorded
in the absorption image after a certain time of free-expansion (1/20 second).
Besides, the free expansion is significant by itself since it reveals information
about the interactions between fermions.
Figure 2.1 shows images of the anisotropic expansion of the degenerate
gas over a time period of 2.0 ms. The ultra-cold fermi cloud is initially trapped
by an anisotropic potential with stronger confinement in the radial direction,
therefore the shape of the fermionic condensate is cigar-like. After a sudden
release of the confining trap, the condensate begins to expand. One can see
that the condensate expands faster in the radial direction, and it is converted
into a disk-like shape after 2.0 ms. This anisotropic expansion of fermi conden-
sate di#ers dramatically from the isotropic expansion of the non-interacting
thermal cloud. Due to the isotropy of the velocity (momentum) distribution,
the asymptoticly expanding shape of a thermal cloud will be isotropic, and the
7
Figure 2.1: Snapshots of the free expansion of 6Li fermionic condensate, taken
at di#erent times after released from the confining trap. The shape of the
originally cigar-like fermion condensate eventually becomes disk-like after the
anisotropic expansion. This figure is a reproduction of Figure 1 in [23].
final aspect ratio of axial to radial sizes will approach unity [26]. This directly
shows that the observed anisotropy is a consequence of interactions.
2.1.2 Low-lying collective modes
The low-lying collective modes are excited as the response of the fermi
condensate to the perturbations. A local density perturbation will propagate
at the speed of sound, while a global modulation of the trapping potential will
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induce a periodic oscillation of the whole fermi cloud.
2.1.2.1 Speed of sound
Figure 2.2: Sound propagation in a trapped ultra-cold fermi gas. (Top) The
absorption image immediately after being shot by a laser beam into the cen-
ter. (Bottom) Perturbed density profile (red solid curve) and the di#erence
between the perturbed and unperturbed profiles (black dashed curve) for var-
ious propagation times. From [27].
A local density perturbation may be produced by a laser beam focused
into the center of the cigar-shaped fermi cloud. The perturbation then prop-
agates along the axial direction of the cloud at the speed of sound cs. Figure
2.2 shows the propagation of the local density perturbations at di#erent times.
The speed of sound also appears in the dispersion relation of collective modes
9
for uniform systems. The energy of a periodic collective excitation with mo-
mentum k is given by "k = csk. Generally, cs depends on the local density
n(r). When the spatial variation of n is small, the speed of sound cs can be
treated spatially-independent as a good approximation, as shown in Figure
2.3.
Figure 2.3: The axial propagation of the local density perturbation in the
trapped fermi cloud as shown in Figure 2.2. Solid blue circles and open red
circles represent the positions of valleys and front peaks, accordingly. From
[27].
2.1.2.2 Collective modes for trapped gas
If the confining trap of a fermi condensate is released or changed for a
short time interval (for example, 10-ms in [24]), a periodic oscillation of the
whole fermi cloud will be induced. Besides the simple sloshing modes that
correspond to the center-of-mass oscillations in the trap, the cigar-shaped
quantum gas exhibits three elementary, low-lying collective modes: the ax-
10
Figure 2.4: The low-lying collective modes of a cigar-like trapped fermi cloud:
the axial mode, the radial breathing mode and the radial quadrupole mode,
which correspond to the oscillations of the axial size, of the radial radius in
phase and of the radial radius 180! out of phase, respectively. From [29].
ial compression mode, the radial breathing mode, and the radial quadrupole
mode, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. The axial mode corresponds to a slow oscil-
lation ($ $ $z) of the axial size of the fermi cloud while the two radial modes
correspond to fast oscillations ($ $ $", and $" ( $z for cigar-shaped quan-
tum gas) at the radial direction. The radial quadrupole mode corresponds
to a 180! out of phase oscillation in the x and y direction, while the radial
breathing mode corresponds to an in phase oscillation of the radial radius.
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2.2 Hydrodynamic equations of motion
Several theoretical models are proposed to explain the dynamical be-
haviors of fermionic condensates. A Green function approach is proposed to
study the collective mode of a uniform gas (speed of sound) as a resonance in
the spectrum of the density-density correlation function [30]. The strong inter-
action between fermions around the feshbach resonance is computed through
the ladder diagram scattering or random phase approximation (RPA). The
results for a uniform superfluid fermi gas is then extended to include the ef-
fect of a harmonic trap [31]. The Green function approach investigates the
dynamics of fermi gas from the microscopic level, and the beyond-mean-field
e#ects is taken account of through ladder diagram or RPA. Another model of
the fermi gas dynamics, the hydrodynamic equations of motion [26, 28], is a
phenomenological model on the macroscopic level. It is based on the assump-
tion that the macroscopic behavior of a neutral superfluid is governed by the
Landau equations of irrotational hydrodynamics. At zero temperature, the
hydrodynamic equations of superfluids consist of coupled and closed equation-
s for the density and the velocity field. The evolution of the gas is governed
by the continuity equation for the local density n(r, t) and the Euler equation
(Newton equation) for the velocity field v(r, t)
%n(r, t)
%t











Here V (r, t) is the external potential (harmonic potential for trapped gas and
constant for the uniform fermi gas) and µ[n(r)] is the local chemical potential,
dependent on the local density n(r) through the equation of state of uniform





with F the internal energy part of the total ground state energy Eg.
The equation of state describing how the local chemical potential µ[n(r)]
is related to n(r) is essential to hydrodynamic theory. It is obtained based on
particular microscopic models beyond the hydrodynamic theory. For an weak-
interacting uniform fermi gas with equal number of atoms in the two spin








where the first term is the kinetic energy of a non-interacting fermi gas and
the second term is the mean-field approximation of the interaction between
fermions. The ignored exchange and correlation e#ects will become impor-
tant in the strongly interacting regime (unitary limit) and greatly a#ect the
equation of state.
A further simplification of the equation of state which is often used in
the hydrodynamic theory is to assume that the equation of state is polytropic,
i.e., µ[n] $ n!. The polytropic index ! can be obtained as the logarithmic








Hence the equation of state only depends on a single parameter, the polytropic
index !. ! was calculated from the microscopic mean field description intro-
duced by A. Leggett [32]. The calculated dependence of ! in the BEC-BCS
crossover is shown as the solid line in Figure 2.5 as a function of 1/kFa. The
polytropic index ! = 1 in the BEC limit, which coincides with the known
equation of state µ = V n. The index then decreases across the unitary limit
to a minimum value of about ! = 0.6 at 1/kFa ' "0.5 before it subsequently
increases to ! = 2/3 in the BCS limit, as expected from (2.4) when the inter-
action constant is small. At the unitary limit the index ! = 2/3 is the same
as that of BCS limit.
Figure 2.5: The polytropic index ! versus the interaction parameter 1/kFa in
the BEC-BCS crossover. The solid line represents the mean field approxima-
tion [32]. The dashed line is from the results of a Monte Carlo calculation [33].
From the inset of Figure 3.10 of [34].
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As we mentioned above, at the unitary limit, the ignored exchange and
correlation e#ects become important and the mean-field approximation is not
su!cient for the equation of state. More sophisticated approaches are proposed
to include the beyond-mean-field e#ects using diagrammatic techniques [35, 36,
37]. But still, these theories are only qualitatively correct in the unitary limit.
The Quantum Monte Carlo techniques [33], which are based on numerical
simulations, are believed to be the most accurate approach in dealing with
strongly correlated systems and are applied to calculate the equation of state
(dashed line in Figure 2.5). In contrary to the monotonic decrease from the
BEC limit to the unitary limit predicated by the mean field approximation,
the index ! first increases to values larger than 1 before it decreases to ! = 2/3
at the unitary limit. It is worthy to notice that the values of index ! are the
same for the three limits: ! = 1 at BEC-limit, ! = 2/3 at BCS limit and
! = 2/3 at the unitary limit.
Based on the data obtained from the Quantum Monte Carlo calcula-
tions, an analytical fitting formula for the equation of state of a uniform two-
component fermi gas is proposed in [38]. At zero temperature, the internal





where "F = k2F/2 is the fermi energy for non-interacting fermi gas and "(y)
is a yet unknown function of the interaction parameter y = 1/(kFa). It is
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Figure 2.6: Parameters of the fitting function (2.7), as given in [38]
suggested [38] that the analytical fitting formula takes the form







which interpolates the Monte Carlo data and asymptotic behaviors of y =
1/(kFa). Two sets of fitting parameters are obtained, one set in the BCS
region (x < 0) and a separate set in the BEC region (x > 0). The fitting
values of these parameters are reported in Figure 2.6, and the fitting curve
is presented in Figure 2.7. An analytical functional parameterization of "(y)











With the availability of the equation of state explicitly expressed as
function of density n, either from the analytical fitting of the Monte Carlo data
[33] or from the mean-field approximation [32], the hydrodynamic equations of
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Figure 2.7: The fitting curve of the particle energy "(y) (the solid line) accord-
ing to the formula given by (2.7) and the fixed-node Monte Carlo data points
[33](solid circles). The parameters of the fitting curve are listed in Figure 2.6.
From [38].
motion (2.2) are now ready to be put to use. I will briefly review its application
to explain the experimental data in these two aspects, anisotropic expansion,
collective modes for trapped gas and the speed of sound.
2.2.1 Anisotropic expansion
In the case of free expansion, the external potential term V (r, t) in the
hydrodynamic equations of motion (2.2) is a piecewise function. V (r, t) is
17










for t < 0 and equal to zero for t > 0. The polytropic assumption of the
equation of state, together with the local density approximation (LDA), allows
the analytic form of local density
n(r) $ (µ0 " V (r, t))1/! (2.10)
It was found [39] that the hydrodynamic equations of motion have a simple
scaling solution













with the scaling parameters bi(t) obeying [29]




The equation of motion for the scaling parameters bi(t) only depends on
the polytropic index !, and can be solved numerically with initial conditions
bi(0) = 1 and ḃi(0) = 0.
Compared with the experimental data of a free expansion of an ultra-
cold fermi cloud shown in Figure 2.1, the predictions for the aspect ratio based
on the hydrodynamic theory (2.12) are shown in Figure 2.8. The experiment
is conducted in the regime of strongly attractive interaction with a ! "104a0
(a0 is the scattering length without Feshbach resonance), which is close to the
18
Figure 2.8: The time evolution of the aspect ratio of a freely-expanding fermi
cloud after released from the confining trap. At unitary limit: error bars !
experiment; red (upper) curve ! hydrodynamic theory with ! = 2/3. In the
absence of interactions: diamonds ! experiment; blue (lower) curve ! ballistic
expansion. From [23].










where $z/$" = 0.035 is the initial aspect ratio [23].
The inversion of the aspect ratio is a consequence of the interaction
between fermions, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. For ideal non-interacting fermi
gases, the density profile after free expansion should have the same form as that
before the trap is switched o#, but with scaling parameter bi(t) =
!
1 + $2i t
2
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[29]. For a cigar-shaped fermi cloud, the radial size where the original confining
trap is stronger has a larger increasing speed. However, for the non-interacting













% 1, as t % &. (2.14)
2.2.2 Low-lying collective modes
Collective modes are the solutions of the hydrodynamic equations for
the geometry of the external potential applied. Let us consider small pertur-
bations of the density n = n0 + *n exp("i$t) and velocity v = *v exp("i$t),
with respect to the equilibrium state with density n0(r) and zero velocity. The
linearized hydrodynamic equations of motion up to the first order takes the
form:









2.2.2.1 Collective mode for trapped gas
In the presence of axisymmetric harmonic potential (2.9), the local
density profile n0 is given by (2.10) based on the assumptions of polytropic
equation of state and LDA. The lowest energy solutions of (2.15) are dis-
cretized, with the energy $ being the order of the trapping frequencies. Sev-
eral low-lying collective modes [40] of the trapped gas have been observed
experimentally [29].
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• The dipole mode (sloshing mode) is the overall movement of the whole
fermi cloud as a single entity with no change in the internal structure.
Thus it is independent of the internal interactions since these interactions
depend only on the relative distances between fermions which are kept
constant in this mode. The dipole mode corresponds to a center of mass
oscillation with frequency $ = $" when *n $ x ± iy and $ = $z when
*n $ z.
• The radial quadrupole mode, with a density perturbation *n $ (x±iy)2,
is a pure surface mode where a 180! out of phase sharp deformation





is independent of the equation of state and do not change across the
BEC-BCS crossover, as long as the system is hydrodynamic.
• The radial breathing mode is a compression mode where the density
perturbation
*n $ a+ b(x2 + y2) + cz2 (2.17)
is independent of the inclination and azimuth angles. For elongated
traps, where $z + $", the linearized equation of motion (2.15) has two
nontrivial solutions. One is
$ =
*
2!+ 2 $" (2.18)
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for the radial breathing mode, and the other solution is called the axial
mode.







The compression modes depend on the compressibility of the gas, so both
the radial breathing mode and the axial mode rely on the polytropic
index ! of the equation of state, and thus they will vary accordingly by
tuning the interactions along the BEC-BCS crossover.
Figure 2.9: Oscillating frequencies for the collective modes in di#erent regimes.
From [29]
An overview of the frequencies of the three low-lying modes are present-
ed in Figure 2.9. The critical temperature Tc for superfluid phase transition
at the BCS limit, where Tc $ "F e
!
2kF a , is much lower than that at the BEC
limit and unitary limit, where the Tc is in the same order of the Fermi tem-





or below one µK for typical experimental conditions. In Figure 2.9, a colli-
sionless, non-superfluid regime is listed instead of the BCS limit, because a
superfluid state of matter is not achieved when the interaction is tuned to the
regime kFa + "1 for the temperature in current experiments. Furthermore,
the Pauli blocking e#ect greatly suppresses the fermion collisions and the ul-
tracold fermi gas become collisionless and non-interacting. In the absence of
interactions, the oscillation frequency $ is the same as that for single fermion
in the presence of a harmonic potential, $ = l$i with i = z,, and l is an
integer. In this case, the oscillation frequency for ideal fermi gas are integer
multiples of the trap frequency.
The frequency of the radial compression mode is measured [42] in a
strongly interacting, optically trapped Fermi gas of 6 Li atoms. A relative ac-
curacy level of 10%3 is achieved with better control of the ultra-cold superfluid
system. The precision measurements, compared with theoretical prediction
of hydrodynamic equations of motion, is presented in Figure 2.11 along the
BEC-BCS crossover. The equation of state µ[n] is obtained with either the
Quantum Monte Carlo calculation (2.8) (upper curve) or the mean-field ap-
proximation (2.4) (lower curve). Because of the low uncertainties, it is clear to
see that the experimental data fits better with the quantum Monte Carlo da-
ta. It also shows the presence of the beyond-mean-field e#ects in the strongly
interacting BEC side, which shift the normalized frequency up.
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Figure 2.10: The critical temperature for superfluid phase transition versus
the interaction parameter # = 1/kFa in the BEC-BCS crossover. The solid
line shows the theoretical predictions based on mean-field approximation at
both the BEC and BCS limits. The three solid circles are obtained by the
Monte Carlo calculation. From [41].
2.2.2.2 Speed of sound
In a uniform system where the density n0 is spatial independent, we




)2 (*n) = !µ)2 (*n) , (2.20)
where the assumption of the polytropic equation of state is applied in the






Figure 2.11: The theoretical calculations and experimental measurements of
the radial breathing mode frequency. The upper curve corresponds to the
Quantum Monte Carlo calculations [33] and the lower curve refers to the mean-
field BCS theory [32]. Theoretical values for the BEC limit $ = 2$" and the
unitary limit $ =
!
10/3$" are indicated by the upper and lower horizontal
dashed lines accordingly. From [42].
• In the BEC limit, where ! = 1 and the chemical potential µ = V n, one
recovers the Bogoliubov result c =
*
V n for the sound velocity.
• In the BCS limit, where ! = 2/3 and the chemical potential µ =
1
2(3&




1 + 4kF a3" , the same as
expected from the Bogoliubov-Anderson mode.
• At the unitary limit, where ! = 2/3 and µ = (1 + ()"F , one has the




Figure 2.12: Normalized sound velocity c0/vF predicted by the hydrodynamic
theory with the equation of state given by three di#erent approaches: 1. mean-
field theory based on Leggett [32] (black dotted curve); Quantum Monte Carlo
calculation [33] (gray solid curve); Thomas-Fermi theory of a molecular BEC,
using amol = 0.6a (black dashed curve). From [27].
When a local density perturbation is induced at the center of a fermi
cloud, it will propagate with the speed of sound. As we can see above, the
speed of sound depends on the local density n(r), therefore the propagation of
sound will be a#ected by the inhomogeneity of the trapped fermi cloud. How-
ever, when the spatial variation of density profile is slow, it is good enough
to consider the speed of sound as constant within a certain spatial extent.
The speed of sound is measured in the trapped fermi gas [27] throughout the
crossover region, from a weakly interacting Fermi gas through the resonant
Fermi superfluid regime to a Bose condensate of dimer molecules. The experi-
mental data is then compared with the prediction of hydrodynamic theory, as
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illustrated in Figure 2.12. The same as that for the trapped gas, the measure-
ments of speed of sound fits better with the Monte Carlo equation of motion,
compared to the mean field approximation.
2.3 Advantage and limitation of hydrodynamic theory
Compared to other dynamical models of BEC-BCS crossover, the hy-
drodynamic theory has several advantages: it is more intuitive; it can be easily
applied to include a confining trap; the low-lying collective modes of a har-
monically trapped fermionic superfluid can be analytically studied; it can be
directly adopted to study the anisotropic expansion; and most importantly, to
a satisfactory extent, it matches well with the experimental data.
However, the hydrodynamic theory also has several limitations, as listed
below:
First, it is a phenomenological model and a solid microscopic foun-
dation is missing. After the experimental realization of BEC [3] in 1995, a
time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation was proposed to describe the








)2 + V (r, t) + µ(n(r, t))
#
+(r, t). (2.22)
This mean-field theory has proven capable to provide a satisfactory
description of the experimental data in the weak-interacting BEC regime [23].
If we rewrite the complex order parameter +(r, t) =
!
n(r, t) exp[i,(r, t)] in
terms of the superfluid density n(r, t) and velocity v(r, t) = ),(r, t) as gradient
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of the phase, we will get the hydrodynamic equations of motion (2.2) for
classical irrotational flow. In other words, the hydrodynamic equations of
motion are an alternative expression of the mean-field GP equation whose
validity is restricted to the BEC limit.
In the BCS side, an equation whose structure is similar to GP equation
is the Ginzburg-Landau equation, which is however valid only close to the
critical temperature Tc where the order parameter is su!ciently small. It is
then unclear that why the classical hydrodynamic theory, which was derived
as an alternative expression of the mean-field GP equation in the BEC limit, is
able to successfully describe dynamics of the highly quantum fermi condensate
along the whole BEC-BCS region and beyond the mean-field approximation.
Second, the hydrodynamic theory is limited to the local density approx-
imation (LDA). µ(n(r)) appearing in the hydrodynamics equations of motion
(2.2) is the local chemical potential fixed by the equation of state of a uniform
matter. The applicability of the LDA has proven to be adequate to describe
fermionic superfluids with equal number of atoms occupying two di#erent spin
states. However, some recent experiments are conducted in more complex
systems where the number of atoms in the two spin states is di#erent, i.e.,
n# -= n$[43, 44, 45]. It is demonstrated in Figure 2.13 that the experimental
data di#ers by a factor of 10 from expectation of LDA.
Therefore, we hope to systematically develop a general formalism for
the dynamics of BEC-BCS crossover which bypasses LDA. Yet we would still
like to adopt the adiabatic assumption so that the dynamics of the quantum
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Figure 2.13: Aspect ratio vs P = (N# "N$)/(N# +N$). The ratio of the axial
to the radial dimensions of the confined fermi gas, is shown for the majority
state |1# by the black circles and for the minority state |2# by the red crosses.
As the aspect ratio of |1# is close to the theoretical prediction based LDA, the
aspect ratio of |2# di#ers by a factor of 10. From [45]
system can be investigated practically compared to those exact theoretical
modes like time-dependent DFT.
My results will be presented in the next three chapters. In chapter 3,
I will develop a static density functional theory specially formalized for the
spin-polarized superfluid. The density functional theory is exact without any
spatial approximation such as the local density approximation. In chapter 4, a
general formalism for the adiabatic dynamics in the BEC-BCS crossover is de-
rived based on the static DFT of chapter 3. The adiabatic equations of motion
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are exact in the adiabatic limit. To study the normal modes for experimental
interests, the adiabatic equations of motion are further linearized based on the
small amplitude approximation. The adiabatic dynamic theory is obtained
after a rigorous derivation, but we still want to check what it is like under
special conditions. In chapter 5, we show that our adiabatic equations of mo-
tion are reduced to the hydrodynamic equations of motion within local density
approximation. This serves as a verification of the adiabatic dynamic theo-
ry, and also provides a solid microscopic foundation for the phenomenological
hydrodynamic theory. A conclusion is given in chapter 6.
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Chapter 3
DFT for Spin-Polarized Superfluids
In this chapter, we develop a density-functional theory for spin-polarized
superfluids, which is a generalization of the density-functional theory for super-
conductors [46] to include the spin-polarization e#ects for current experimental
interests. This static density-functional theory also serves as a foundation of
the adiabatic dynamics theory we develop to study the low-lying collective
modes in the BEC-BCS crossover. The adiabatic dynamics theory will be
discussed with details in the next chapter.
3.1 Density functional theory
Density-functional theory (DFT)[47, 48, 49, 50, 51] works as a powerful
tool to investigate the properties of many-body systems with a very large num-
ber (N) of particles involved. The many-body wavefunction %0(· · · , ri)i, · · · )
for these particles contains a great deal of information, and any observable
Ô can be computed as the expectation value .%0|Ô|%0# in the ground state.
However, it is technically impossible to compute the wavefunction by solving
the corresponding Schrodinger equation, or store it with required accuracy s-
ince it is a function of 3N variables. DFT told us that the density, n(r), which
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is a function of only three coordinates, contains all the information we would
need for the ground state of the many body system.
The DFT is built on two theorems proved by Kohn and Hohenberg
[47]. The first one says that all the ground state properties, including the
ground state energy Eg and wave function %0, are uniquely determined by the
ground state density n(r). The second theorem describes the way how n(r)
can be calculated through a variational principle: the ground state energy is
minimized by the true ground state density. If the form of the ground state
energy as a functional of the density is known, we could simply vary the density
until the energy is minimized, which directly gives us the ground state density
and therefore all the ground state properties. However, the explicit expression
of ground state energy dependent on n(r) is unknown in most of the cases.
An equivalent yet more practical approach to calculate n(r) was proposed by
Kohn and Sham [48], who showed that n(r) of an interacting system could be
produced by solving a corresponding fictitious non-interacting system which
has the same ground state density. As the particles in the fictitious system
are non-interacting, n(r) can be obtained by calculating the eigenfunctions













The e#ective potential vs(r), which is completely determined for a given den-
sity distribution, consists of three parts
vs(r) = vext(r) + vMF (r) + vxc(r), (3.3)
an external part vext(r), a mean-field approximation part vMF (r) and an
exchange-correlation part (xc) vxc(r) which represents the many-body e#ects
of the original interacting system. The xc potential is the only term not ex-
plicitly given in the Kohn-Sham equations, an approximation based on specific
models is needed in its description.
With the ground state density self-consistently computed from the
Kohn-Sham equations (3.1) and (3.2), all the properties of the ground state,
in particular the ground state energy, becomes available [51]






drvMF(r)n(r) + Fxc[n(r)] (3.4)
with Ts = .%KS|T̂ |%KS# the kinetic energy of the non-interacting Kohn-Sham
system. Fxc[n(r] is the exchange-correlation energy which is related to vxc(r)
by vxc(r) = %Fxc[n(r)]/%n(r).
3.2 DFT for ordered states
When the symmetry of a system is broken, one or more extra variables
are needed to describe the new ordered state of the system. These variables,
which are called order parameters, should also be included as basic variables in
description of the ordered states such as magnetic materials and superfluids.
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• Spin-density functional theory (spin-DFT) for magnetic materials[52,
53, 54]: In magnetic materials, the spatial rotation symmetry is spon-
taneously broken with the order parameter, the magnetization density
m(r) pointing to a certain direction. In the interests of this dissertation,
it is su!cient to consider the component of the magnetization along a
fixed direction, the spin polarization m(r) = n#(r) " n$(r). This cor-
responds physically to the coupling of the particle spin to an external
magnetic field which has only one non-zero component. It is also con-
venient to switch from n(r) and m(r) to the spin densities n#(r) and
n$(r) as fundamental variables to describe systems in which the external
fields v#(r) and v$(r) are di#erent for each of the two spin components .
A one-to-one mapping can be established between the particle densities
n#(r) and n$(r) and external potentials v#(r) and v$(r), and all other
quantities of ground state can be regarded as functionals of the two spin
densities.











|+i#(r)|2, ' =/, 0 . (3.6)
The equations (3.5) and (3.6) serve as the basic equations for the DFT
of magnetic materials. This spin-DFT would be reduced to the regular
DFT if the system is spin-unpolarized.
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• Density functional theory for the superfluid state of matter (DFT for
superfluids) [46, 55]: In superfluids , the order parameter which breaks
the gauge symmetry is the complex anomalous density
d(r, r&) = .+#(r)+$(r&)# (3.7)
where +#(r) is the field operator for spin ' at position r. The DFT for
superfluids ensures that the superfluid systems can be described com-
pletely and, in principle, exactly in terms of n(r) and d(r, r&). Again
in the interests of this dissertation, we assume that the interactions be-
tween particles are local for simplicity. A generalization to non-local
interactions poses no significant problems. As a direct consequence of
the local interaction, only the diagonal terms of the anomalous density
d(r) 1 d(r, r) survive.
The Kohn-Sham equations in DFT for superfluids are a generalization


























v(m(r)um(r) (&("m)"&(""m)) . (3.10)
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Here ĥ = ")2/2"µ+ vs(r) is the single-particle Hamiltonian, &(x) the
heaviside step function, vs(r) and Ds(r) are the e#ective particle poten-
tial and pair potential which are coupled to n(r) and d(r), respectively.
3.3 DFT for spin-polarized superfluids
For the system of spin-polarized superfluids, there are two finite order
parameters appearing in addition to the particle density: the spin polarization
density m(r) and the complex anomalous density d(r). Thus, the system can
be completely described in terms of four real fields, n(r), m(r) and the real
and imaginary parts of d(r). (Please refer to the Appendix A for a brief proof.)
In the following section, I will develop a DFT specially formalized for spin-
polarized superfluids. The central results are a set of self-consistent equations
by solving which one can in principle obtain the four basic variables and all
the ground state properties exactly. In the first part, we write the Kohn-Sham
equations for the fictitious non-interacting particles. In the second part, we
show that the Kohn-Sham equations can be simplified by using particle-hole
symmetry, and the final results may be regarded as a generalization of the
BdG equations for normal superfluids (3.8) to include the spin polarization
e#ects.
3.3.1 General formalism
Instead of the four basic variables, n(r), m(r), dR(r) and dI(r), alter-
natively a set of four general densities -i(r) can be used, which are defined
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as
-i = .%0|-̂i|%0# = .%0|'†(r).i'(r)|%0# (3.11)





matrices .i are the 2 2 2 unit matrix 1 for i = 0 and the Pauli spin matrices
for i = 1, 2, 3. The connection between n(r), m(r), d(r) and -i(r) is given by
-0(r) = m(r) (3.12)
-1(r) = "d(r)" d((r) = "2dR(r) (3.13)
-2(r) = "id(r) + id((r) = 2dI(r) (3.14)
-3(r) = n(r). (3.15)
In other words, the basic variables, n(r), m(r), dR(r) and dI(r), can be closely
related through the general densities in a very compact and integrated way.
In the rest part of this dissertation, I will alternatively use these two sets of
variables: the basic variables possess more direct physical meanings while the
general densities would greatly simplify the mathematical expressions.
Consider a superfluid system described by a grand-canonical Hamilto-
nian in the following form (atomic units are used throughout this dissertation)
Ĥ = T̂ + Û + Ŵ , (3.16)













where the mass of atoms in the two spin states is di#erent (m# -= m$) for






with the V = 4&a characterized by the s-wave scattering length a; and the






Here, W3(r) is the normal potential, W1(r) " iW2(r) represents the complex
pair potential coupled to the anomalous density d(r), and W0(r) describes a
Zeeman field coupled to the spin polarization density.
The ground-state energy, as well as the other observables of ground
state, can be completely described by the general densities -i(r) and takes the
form




The internal energy F [-i(r)], as a universal functional of -i(r), can be written
in three parts
F [-i(r)] = .%0|T̂ + Û |%0# = Ts[-i(r)] + UMF [-i(r)] + Fxc[-i(r)]. (3.21)












is the mean-field approximation to the full particle-particle interaction .%0|Û |%0#,
and the third term, the exchange-correlation energy is defined as
Fxc 1 .%0|T̂ + Û |%0# " Ts " UMF (3.23)
which takes care of the rest part of the internal energy.
According to the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the ground state
















+ viMF(r) + vixc(r) +Wi(r) (3.24)
A noninteracting system subject to the e#ective potentials vis(r) = viMF(r) +
vixc(r)+Wi(r) would generate the same densities -i(r) as that of the interacting












is a combination of particles and holes of di#erent spins. The 424 Kohn-Sham




h!(r) 0 0 v1s(r)" iv2s(r)
0 h"(r) " (v1s(r)" iv2s(r)) 0
0 " (v1s(r) + iv2s(r)) "h!(r) 0














+ v3s(r)" v1s(r). (3.28)
3.3.2 Particle-hole symmetry
The Kohn-Sham matrix has an intrinsic particle-hole symmetry [58]
which is expressed by
(HKS(
%1 = "HKS. (3.29)







with K the complex conjugate operator and 1 the 22 2 unit matrix.
Due to this symmetry, for any eigenstate |n#(r)# of the Kohn-Sham
matrix with eigen-energy "n#
HKS|n#(r)# = "n#|n#(r)#, (3.31)
there is a corresponding eigenstate ñ#(r)# 1 (|n#(r)# with eigen-energy ""n#.




"n# 0 0 0
0 "n$ 0 0
0 0 ""n# 0
0 0 0 ""n$
3
445 (3.32)
where the 424 matrixUn4(r) 1 (|n#(r)#|n$(r)#|ñ#(r)#|ñ$(r)#) is a combination
of four eigenstates which are quasi-particle of spin up, quasi-particle of spin
down, quasi-hole of spin up and quasi-hole of spin down, respectively. Un4(r)
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is unitary if eigenstates |n#(r)# are all normalized. In other words, the Kohn-
























Here we used the relation /ñ# = /†n#, which is a direct result of the particle-hole
symmetry. In other words, adding a particle in the |n#(r)# state is equivalent
as dragging a hole out of the |ñ#(r)# state.
The canonical anticommutation relations are invariant under the gen-
eralized Bogoliubov transformation,
{/†n#, /m$} = *nm*#$. (3.34)
Thus the quasi-particles created by operators /†n# are fermionic.








n#/n# " /n#/†n#) (3.35)
with ' =/, 0. The quasi-particle energy "ni can be either positive or negative.
The ground state for the fictitious non-interacting system %KS is defined sim-
ilar to the Dirac sea, with all the negative energy states occupied. Therefore
one have /†n" |%KS# = 0 for "n" < 0 and /n" |%KS# = 0 for "n" > 0.
The Hamiltonian for the fictitious non-interacting system (3.31) could
be further simplified by observing that the HKS matrix could be decomposed
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into two separate subblocks. One corresponds to spin-up particles and spin-
down holes, and the other to spin-down particles and spin-up holes. Because
the two subblocks are related by the particle-hole symmetry, it is su!cient to




v1s(r) + iv2s(r) "h$(r)
#
. (3.36)
Here the subscript 2 indicates that it is in the form a 22 2 matrix, therefore
distinguishes it from the 42 4 Kohn-Sham matrix in (3.26).











the same as the Nambu particle-hole spinor.
Compared to (3.25), the factor 1/2 disappears due to the redundancy
from the particle-hole symmetry. Below, for brevity, we omit the subscript 2
in (3.36) and (3.38) when no confusion would likely arise.
The simplified 2 2 2 Kohn-Sham matrix is diagonalized by the corre-































































The Kohn-Sham equations reduce to (3.8) of the normal superfluids
when the system is spin-unpolarized. The single particle Hamiltonian h#(r) =
h$(r) is then spin-independent. Under this restriction, we can directly check
that the time reversal symmetry is intrinsic in the 2 2 2 Kohn-Sham matrix
(3.36), i.e.,
THKST
%1 = "HKS, (3.45)
where the time reversal operator T = i.2K. Due to the time reversal sym-
metry, there is a two-fold degeneracy in the state from the Kramers’ theorem.
In other words, for any eigenstates |n##, its time reversal counterpart T|n## is
also an eigenstate with energy ""n" . This leads to the degeneracy of the two
energy bands of di#erent spins, "n" and "n! . Besides, we have /n" = /n! , the
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generalized Bogoliubov transformation (3.39) is then reduced to the normal
Bogoliubov transformation [59].
For given configuration of the external potentials, the densities could
be solved out as functional of them through (3.42), (3.43) and (3.44), i.e.,
-i(r) = -i[Wj(r)]. Generally, as basic variables describing the un-polarized
superfluid system, the densities are independent. But this is based on the
assumption that all the four Wi(r) are adjustable parameters. If we fix the
values of some number m of Wi(r), m 3 4, the four densities will no longer be
independent, but confined to the m restrictions
Wj[-i(r)] = Cj (3.46)
with Cj some constants and j = 1, · · ·m. In other words, the number of degree
of freedom is reduced to 4"m.
As an example of the reduced degree of freedom, let us study the BCS
mean-field equations [15] which was firstly proposed by Leggett in his seminar
















2 " µ and "k =
!
02k +$
2. The BCS mean-field equations can be
directly derived from (3.42), (3.43) and (3.44) as the results of applying
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• spin symmetry: v1s(r) = 0 and m1 = m2;
• vanished external pair potential W1(r)" iW2(r) = 0;
• and homogeneous external particle potential W3(r) = W3.
Only W3 survives as an adjustable parameter with all the other Wi(r)
vanishes, so the number of degrees of freedom is reduced to 1. In the BCS
mean-field equations, the uniform W3 is absorbed into the chemical potential
as µ " W3 % µ. We can see that both (3.47) and (3.48) provide relations
between n, $ and µ, therefore $(n) and µ(n) are no longer independent and








Figure 3.1: Chemical potential µ (red, dashed) and order parameter $ (black,
solid) as a function of the interaction strength 1/kFa along the BCS-BEC




The time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)[60] is an ex-
tension of the time-independent (static) DFT to systems with time-dependent
potentials. As the time-dependent version of the first Hohenberg-Kohn the-
orem, the Runge-Gross theorem shows that the time-dependent density is
completely and exactly determined by the time-dependent external potential,
and vice versa, as far as the initial condition of the system is given. In time-
dependent systems, the total energy is no longer conserved as in the static







" Ĥ(t)|%0[n(r, t)](t)# (4.1)
is stationary at the solutions of the time dependent Schrodinger equation.
The same as the static DFT, the time-dependent density is generated
from a fictitious non-interacting system in which the density is equal to that
of the original interacting system. The time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations,
which are derived as the stationary point of the action integral with variation




)2 + vs(r, t)
#





with the initial condition +i(r, 0) = +i(r) and the e#ective potential vs in the
form of
vs[n](r, t) = vext(r, t) + vMF (r, t) + vxc(r, t), (4.3)





While the TDDFT is exact without any spatial and temporal approximations,
it is not suitable for practical calculations because technically a point at a
certain position and time would have the memory of all the previous times and
be e#ected by all the other points across the space. The adiabatic dynamical
theory we will develop in this chapter only involves quantities which can be
directly calculated from a static DFT, which is a great advantage compared
to TDDFT.
4.1 Adiabatic equations of motion
In the adiabatic limit, Niu and Kleinman [61] proposed an exact method
for the calculation of magnon dispersion curves based on the time-independent
spin-DFT, as shown in Figure(4.1). The adiabatic dynamics of the spin waves
is completely determined from the ground state energy and the Berry curvature
terms, both of which are the properties of ground state and can be obtained
from the standard time-independent spin-DFT method in a straightforward
way. The Niu-Kleinman adiabatic dynamics is adopted here to study the spin-
polarized superfluid system in the BEC-BCS crossover. We will show that both
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the ground state energy and the Berry curvature, which are the only two terms
involved in the adiabatic equations of motion, can be computed directly based
on the static DFT for spin-polarized superfluid we developed in the previous
chapter.
Figure 4.1: Magnon energies !$ in meV vs wave vector. The squares are
experimental data while the open circles are theoretical calculations from Niu-
Kleinman adiabatic equations of motion. From [62].
One basic assumption of the adiabatic dynamics theory is that the time
scale of the density dynamics n(r, t) is much larger than the time scale of the
quasi-particles dynamics +i(r, t) in (4.5). The quasi-particle wave functions






)2 + vs[n(r, t)]
#
+i[n(r, t)](r) = "i[n(r, t)]+i[n(r, t)]r). (4.5)
In other words, the whole Kohn-Sham system, including Hamiltonian, the
quasi-particle wave function and the e#ective potential, depends on time only
through the time-dependent density under the adiabaticity assumption. The
degrees of freedom in the fast quasi-particle dynamics are completely ignored.






" Ĥ[n(r, t)]|%[n(r, t)]#. (4.6)
For given density distribution at a certain time t, all the corresponding
ground state properties, including the ground state energy Eg[n(r, t)], the
ground state wave function |%a[n(r, t)]# and the external particle potential
v[n(r, t)], could be calculated through the standard static DFT method. As
we mentioned, the true solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
serves as a stationary point of the action integral (4.1), so the exact density




The adiabatic approximation we adopted is essentially a projection op-
eration, which restricts the dynamics of the system to the instantaneous ground
state, as shown in Figure 4.2. As we see from Chapter 2, the energy of low-
lying collective modes (density perturbations) is either sonic, with a gapless
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n r( ),d r( )
                   : Ground state energy for 
given densities configuration                   .  
n r( ),d r( )
Eg n r( ),d r( )!" #$
Figure 4.2: Image shows how the adiabatic evolution works
dispersion relation $ = ck, or in the same order of trap frequency 3
!
$2"$z of
the harmonic trap. In both cases, the adiabatic approximation holds.
It is straightforward to generalize the adiabatic dynamics theory from
a normal DFT with only the particle density n(r, t) as the basic variable,
to a DFT for spin-polarized superfluids with four density fields -i(r, t). The
variations are then independently taken with respect to -i(r, t) in the ground
state energy minimizing process , which leads to the Niu-Kleinman adiabatic












where Eg = .%a[-i]|Ĥ|%a[-i]# is the instantaneous ground state energy as
functional of densities configuration -i(r, t), while "ij(r, r&, t) defined as
"ij(r, r










is the Berry curvature which normally appears in the description of adiabatic
dynamics.
4.1.1 Ground state energy
A point that might cause confusion in the calculation of Eg is the ex-
ternal potential perturbations Wi1(r). As we mentioned before, the low-lying
collective mode we focus on is self-induced without the driving from time-
dependent external potentials. This directly leads to all first order perturba-
tions Wi1(r) = 0. Therefore, in the calculation of ground state energy




dr (Wi0(r)" µ*i3) (-i0(r) + -i1(r, t)) , (4.10)
the part of energy caused by the Wi1(r) = 0 coupled to the densities is not
counted. In this sense, the energy given in (4.10) is not the real ground state
energy (we will call it the frozen energy) for density configuration -i0 + -i1.
It is the energy in a dynamical process with the the density perturbations
present (with the internal energy F [-i0 + -i1]) but self-excited (without Wi1).
Wi1 does not appear directly in (4.10), however, in order to evaluate the value
of F [-i0 + -i1], it must be introduced in the Kohn-Sham equations (4.8) to
calculate quasi-particle wave functions for given density perturbations -i1.
The frozen energy defined in the form of (4.10) can be expressed as a
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Taylor expansion up to second order of the density perturbations, namely

























The zeroth order is the ground state energy of the unperturbed system,
which is minimized by the densities -i0,
%F [-i]
%-i(r)
+Wi0(r)" µ*i3 = 0. (4.12)
As a result of this, in the second line of (4.11), the first derivative of the ground









which appears in the third line of (4.11) is positive definite.
4.1.2 Berry curvature
The Berry curvature was introduced by Berry in the study of adiabatic
dynamics of quantum systems [63]. By definition in (4.9), the Berry curvature
is anti-symmetric,
"ji(r
&, r) = ""ij(r, r&) (4.14)
and real
"(ij(r, r
&) = "ij(r, r
&). (4.15)
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Besides the di#erential formula given in (4.9), the Berry curvature can









The exact interacting ground state %0 is too di!cult to reach, which
is why the DFT is so useful and popular in the study of many-body systems.
The DFT allows one to use the ground state densities n(r) and d(r) instead of
%0. We follow the practice in the calculation of Berry curvature for electronic





is the grand-canonical Hamiltonian for the noninteracting system [50].
4.1.3 External pair potential
In the same way as n is coupled to an external particle potential, or the
spin-polarziation density is coupled to a magnetic field on a fixed direction,
the anomalous density d is coupled to a pair potential.
The physical significance of the external pair potential W1 " iW2 is
well-discussed in [46]. In a superfluid system, the internal interaction is long-
ranged and gives rise to the well-known proximity e#ect in a clean contact
between a superconductor and a normal metal. Thus, there should be a small
induced order parameter on the normal side in a tunnel junction between
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a superconductor and a normal metal, the same as the finite magnetization
generated by a magnetic field H in a paramagnet.
4.2 Validity of adiabatic dynamics
It is worthy to emphasize that the adiabatic equations of motion (4.8)
are built upon the adiabatic assumption that the densities -i(r, t) are quantities
slowly-varying in time compared to the fast-moving quasi-particles. A valid
solution of (4.8) should be consistent with the adiabatic assumption. This
is the reason why our study focuses on the low-lying collective modes in the
BEC-BCS crossover, as written in the title of the dissertation. In the superfluid
system (spin polarized or not), the existence of a low-lying mode is guaranteed
by the Goldstone’s theorem, which states the following [65]
If the ground state breaks a continuous symmetry possessed by
the Hamiltonian, there exists always low-energy excitations with
dispersion $q = cq.
The continuous symmetry being broken for superfluid (superconduc-
tors) is the global gauge symmetry, with respect to a global change in phase
of the anomalous density d(r) % ei%d(r). The energy of the system remain-
s unchanged when 1 is shifted by an arbitrary amount, but there is huge
ground-state degeneracy. When a particular value of 1 is chosen in the ground
state to break the gauge symmetry, necessarily a gapless collective mode will
appear in the spectrum of possible excitations. This Goldstone mode is a
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long-wavelength fluctuation of the corresponding order parameter. Some other
examples of the Goldstone’s theorem are the spin waves with rotation symme-
try broken, phonon excitations in crystals with translational symmetry broken
and pions with chiral symmetry broken.
This global gauge symmetry of superfluid system is broken with any
external pair potential W1(r) " iW2(r) present, in the same way that the
presence of a magnetic field would destroy the spatial rotation symmetry of
the Hamiltonian, with a specified direction given by the magnetic field. The
external pair potential appearing in the Hamitonian breaks the global gauge







In conclusion, a gapless excitation would appear as a result of the Gold-
stone’s theorem if the Hamiltonian is globally gauge invariant, which means,
the time scale of the dynamics of densities could be arbitrarily large. There-
fore, if the global gauge symmetry is broken due to the presence of an external
pair potential, or some other reasons (like an asymmetric confining potential),
the validity of the equations of motion (4.8) should be consistent with the
adiabatic assumption.
4.3 Linear assumption
Another assumption Niu and Kleinman employed to further simplify
the adiabatic equations of motion (4.8) is the linear assumption. For densities
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consisting of a fixed static part and a small time-dependent perturbation
-i(r, t) = -i0(r) + -i1(r, t), (4.19)
























where the subscript in the second term means that Kij0(r, r&) is calculated in
the limit where all the density perturbations -i1(r, t) vanish. Similarly, the
























This result is exact in the adiabatic and small perturbation limit. Both
" and K are ground state properties of the time-independent system which is
completely determined by the densities -i0(r). We will call this system with
-i0(r) the unperturbed system for simplicity. Furthermore, all the symmetries
of the unperturbed symmetry will be expressed in the " and K matrix and
therefore in the solutions of (4.20). We will discuss about this with more
details later.
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4.4 Static linear response theory
The density perturbations -i1(r, t) are induced by the perturbation-
s of external potentials Wi1, or more directly, perturbations of the e#ective
single-particle potentials vis1. When the quasi-particle spectrum is gapped,
the connections between -i1 and vis1 can be derived from the static linear re-


























with gjn"m#(r) = .n#0(r)|.j|m$0(r)#. Here, the eigenstates |n## = |n1# and
|n$# = |ñ2# with eigen-energies "n"0 = "n10 and "n!0 = ""n20, respectively.
The subscript 0 indicates the unperturbed system. Again, the linear response
function Gji(r&, r) depends on the unperturbed system only. and inherits all
its symmetries. Due to the one-to-one correspondence between -i1 and vis1,











as the inverse function of (4.23).
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The K matrix, as defined by (4.13), is the sum of three parts: the























the contribution from the mean-field approximation of the particle-particle in-
teraction U (2)MF from (3.22), and the contribution from the exchange-correlation
energy F (2)xc which depends on actual models beyond the DFT.












with the real function






'2 + c.c. . (4.29)
In this chapter, we have developed a general formalism for the adiabatic
dynamics of a spin-polarized fermionic superfluid in the BEC-BCS crossover,
which is exact in the adiabatic limit. Since the hydrodynamic theory breaks
down with the local density approximation, this adiabatic dynamics theory,
which bypasses LDA, serves as a useful tool in the investigation of the dy-
namical behaviors in the BEC-BCS crossover. In general cases, numerical
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simulations of standard DFT techniques are needed to carry out the calcula-
tion. As an analytical application, we will study the uniform superfluid system




Adiabatic Dynamics in the Uniform System
In this section, we will study a uniform superfluid system where
• W0(r),W3(r) and the modulus of external pair potentialWp(r) = |W1(r)"
iW2(r)| are homogeneous, and
• the external pair potential phase 1(r) = P · r only depends on a constant
molecular center of momentum P.
A uniform superfluid system is one of the very few cases where the self-
consistent Kohn-Sham equations (3.41) are analytically solvable. These an-
alytical results will help us to have a deeper understanding of the low-lying
collective modes in the BEC-BCS crossover. Most importantly, we will show
that our adiabatic equations of motion (4.8) will be reduced to the hydrody-
namic equation of motion (2.2) within the local density approximation.
5.1 Solutions of adiabatic equations of motion
A uniform system is invariant under spatial translation of the form
r % r + a for arbitrary displacement a. Due to this continuous translation-
al symmetry, the coe!cients K(r, r&) and "(r, r&) appearing in the adiabatic
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equations of motion (4.20) only depend on the relative coordinates r" r&,
namely
Kij(r, r
&) = Kij(r" r&) and "ij(r, r&) = "ij(r" r&). (5.1)
Hence (4.20) can be greatly simplified as
,
j
(Kijk + i$k"ijk) -jk1 = 0 (5.2)
with Kijk, "ijk and -jk1 the fourier components of Kij(r" r&), "ij(r" r&) and
-j1(r, t), respectively. Here, we have also replaced the time derivative by "i$k.
We can see from (5.2) that the matricesKijk and "ijk decompose into separate
42 4 subblocks according to the di#erent values of the wave vector k.
By definition, the function Kij(r" r&) is real and symmetric while the
Berry curvature "ij(r" r&) is real and anti-symmetric. This directly leads to
the following relationships among their fourier components:
Kijk = K
(




ij(%k), "ijk = ""ji(%k). (5.4)
In another word, Kijk is hermitian while "ijk is anti-hermitian. Specially, Kij0
is symmetric while "ij0 is anti-symmetric in the limit where k = 0.
A further simplification occurs when we assume that the external pair
potential modulus Wp vanishes. This is a practical assumption since no exter-
nal pair potential is applied in the set up of current experiments. However, the
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external pair potential phase 1(r) = P · r is kept to drive a uniform superfluid
flow with molecular center of momentum P. The superfluid system is still
global gauge invariant since Wp % 0. This is a little tricky and can be better
understood with an analogy with a ferromagnetic system. The spatial rotation
symmetry of a ferromagnet is broken with the presence of a magnetic field.
Spins prefer to align themselves with the magnetic field, and will gradually
change direction to fit with a slowly varying magnetic field in space. At the
limit where the magnetic field vanishes, the energy of the ferromagnetic sys-
tem with a spatial-changing spin distribution is still rotationally invariant. In
a superfluid system, the order parameter phase is induced by the phase of the
external pair potential. Once a superfluid flow is generated by external pair
potential, it will not fade o#. In the real experiments, a superfluid flow may
be excited by some other practical ways, but mathematically, the superfluid
velocity is related to the gradient of order parameter phase, which is induced
by the phase of external pair potential.
Due to the gauge invariance, the existence of gapless collective mode
is guaranteed by Goldstone’s theorem. The degree of freedom for the system
variables ($, n, m and 1(r)) is reduced to 3 as Wp vanishes. The order
parameter modulus $ (or equivalently, modulus of anomalous density) will be
function of the other three, n, m and 1(r) (or P = )1).
In a uniform system where the continuous wave vector k serves as the
energy level index, a finite spin polarization density m(r) is achieved when
either of the two particle bands has intersections with the chemical potential,
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or equivalently, when either "1k0 or "2k0 (3.41) is negative in some regions of
momentum space. The quasi-particle spectrum is then gapless, which would
violate the adiabatic assumption that the quasi-particles have much smaller
time scales and would immediately follow the instantaneous configurations
of density perturbation excited. In the real cases, the energy level index n is
discrete in the presence of some confining potentials. Or the two particle bands
would be split up into Bloch bands separated by energy gaps with a periodic
potential applied. In either cases, a finite m(r) could be achieved together
with a gapped quasi-particle spectrum, where our adiabatic dynamics theory
is still applicable.
Since we will focus on the adiabatic dynamics of a uniform superfluid
system in this section, we assume that both vs0 and m vanish and the particle
bands have no intersections with the chemical potential. The degree of freedom
for the system variables is then reduced to 2. We define that the e#ective pair
potential v1s"iv2s = vspei%(r) with vsp as the modulus. The Kohn-Sham matrix
















In the following discussions, we will always choose the gauge where the e#ective
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respectively. Here, 21,2k = (k±P/2)2/(2m1,2) + v3s " µ are the single particle




sp with Sk = (21k + 22k) /2. The










and resemble similar forms of the usual BCS occupation coe!cients.
The densities can be self-consistently expressed by the quasi-particle










We can see that the unperturbed d is real and its first order perturbation
d1(r) 1 (d+ dA1(r)) ei%1(r) " d = dA1(r) + i d 11(r) (5.12)
has an imaginary part which is proportional to the phase perturbation 11(r).
Here, dA1(r) represents the amplitude perturbation of d while 11(r) represents
phase perturbation.
For given values of n and P, the e#ective chemical potential µ " vs3
together with d can be solved out as function of them with an appropriate
approximation for the exchange-correlation energy Fxc(n,P) (3.23). We then
substitute these values into the adiabatic equation of motion (5.2), and calcu-
late the corresponding collective mode energy $k and perturbation distribution
-ik1 as function of the parameters n and P.
5.2 Symmetries and invariance
Before we deal with any real numbers, we will firstly see how far we
can go to solve the adiabatic equations of motion from the intrinsic properties
of the superfluid system and some relevant symmetries.
The adiabatic equations of motion (5.2) are mathematically equations
of 2 2 2 matrices. We are interested in its solutions in the long wavelength
limit where k % 0. We expand "ijk around the point k = 0, and get "ijk =
"ij0 + "
(1)








We can also derive directly from the anti-hermiticity of "ijk (5.4) that its first
order expansion "(1)ijk is imaginary and symmetric. A further study shows that
"(1)22k vanishes due to the gauge invariance.




ijk up to the second order of k.
The reason we keep Kijk up to the second order is that the collective mode
frequency $k, which times with "ijk in (5.2), is gapless and in the first order
of k.
Kij0 is real and symmetric. Since -21(r) = 2dI1(r) = 2d11(r), its fourier
component at the point k = 0 is given by -201 = 2d101, which is proportional
to a uniform gauge change 101. Due to the gauge invariance, element Kij0 = 0






Due to the hermiticity of Kijk, K
(1)
ijk is imaginary and anti-symmetric while
K(2)ijk is real and symmetric.
Apply all these simplifications obtained from the intrinsic properties of
a uniform superfluid system onto the adiabatic equations of motion (5.2), we
have that $k will be the solution of an quadratic equation
ak$
2
k + bk$k + ck = 0 (5.15)
with the quadratic coe!cient ak = " ("230)2, the linear coe#cient bk = 2K(1)23k"230





2. The corresponding density
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where the momentum perturbation Pk1 = ik/(2d)-2k1. Both Pk1 and -3k1 have
vanished uniform perturbations.
Generally, we have two branches of the gapless collective modes as the











The two modes will be reduced to one if either a time-reversal symmetry or
a spatial reversal symmetry is present, in either case, P = 0. With a spatial
reversal symmetry, all the first order expansion terms around k = 0 disappear.
While with a time reversal symmetry, "ijk = 0 for even i+ j and Kijk = 0 for























Four terms appear in the final solutions of the adiabatic equations of
motion, K(2)22k, K330, K
(1)









with subscript 0 represents values in the unperturbed system is a direct result




























In the limit where the density perturbations vanish,





























where Js 1 %F/%(P/2) is the superfluid particle current. 1 For a system
1By analytical mechanics it is found that variations !F due to variations of vector po-




The momentum P acts as a vector potential in (5.6) with the substitution P = "2qA. Then






























In other words, a heavy atom with mass m1 and momentum k+P/2 is paired
to a light one having mass m2 and momentum "k + P/2. The superfluid

































which is in the opposite direction to P. For equal masses m1 = m2, Vk as
defined in (5.9) is independent of the direction of k. As a direct consequence,
the paramagnetic current will vanish.










































can be calculated directly from the alternative definition of Berry curvature





With all the four terms related to physical quantities, the gapless col-













with superfluid particle current Js(n0, P0) and chemical potential µ(n0, P0) as
functions of n0 and P0, defined as first derivatives of F [n0, P0] with respect to

















5.3 Derivation of hydrodynamic equations of motion
In this section, we will show that the adiabatic equation of motion
(4.8), which is exact in the adiabatic and harmonic limit, will be reduced to
the hydrodynamic equation of motion within the local density approximation.
This provides a solid microscopic foundation for the phenomenological hydro-
dynamic theory in the whole region of BEC-BCS crossover.
Within the local density approximation, the internal energy F [n(r), P (r)]
(where the square brackets indicate that the influence of external potentials
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have been taken into account), as functional of spatial varying n(r) and P (r),
is defined as
F [n(r), P (r)] = F (n(r), P (r)) +
-
d rn(r)Vex(r). (5.35)
where F (n, P ) is the internal energy of a uniform system in the absence of
external potentials, and Vex(r) describe a spatial varying potential coupled to
n(r).
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where the first two terms (within the integration) can be combined as
%F [n(r), P (r)]
%n(r)
= µ(n(r), P (r)) + Vex(r). (5.37)
The Berry curvature appearing in the third term "n%0(r, r&) is calculated in
the same way as (5.32), which turns out be "n%0(r, r&) = "(1/2)*(r" r&). We
apply these results into (5.36), and take the gradient on both sides of the
equation. We then have








which is the Euler’s equation in the hydrodynamic theory.
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with the first two terms (with the integration) combined as









) · Js(n(r), P (r)). (5.40)




+) · Js(n(r), P (r)) = 0. (5.41)
The hydrodynamic equations of motion we derived seems slightly di#er-
ent from the conventional one in (2.2), which we rewrite here for comparison,
%n
%t










In the conventional hydrodynamic theory, the particle current Js is
explicitly expressed as nv, and the chemical potential µ(n, P ) is split into two
parts: a part only depends on µ(n) and the other part only on the velocity
v2/2. There the two equations (2.2) form a complete set for n and v. Our
hydrodynamic equations of motion, (5.38) and (5.41), is also complete since
both µ(n, P ) and Js(n, P ) are totally determined by n and P . Besides, it is

















where F = F [n(r), P (r)] is given in (5.37).
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Furthermore, (5.45) is more general since it includes cases where there
is an interplay between n and P , and µ(n, P ) can not simply be split into two




To investigate the adiabatic dynamics of low-lying collective modes in
the BEC-BCS crossover, we first developed a density-functional theory spe-
cially formalized for a superfluid system with spin-polarization. Similar to
the traditional DFT, which provides a description of normal systems in terms
of the particle density n(r); a superfluid system with spin-polarization can
be completely and in principle exactly described in terms of four real fields.
In additional to the normal n(r), two order parameters, including a spin-
polarization density m(r) and a complex anomalous density d(r), also serve as
basic variables. A set of exact Kohn-Sham type equations are derived which
are the generalization of the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations to include the
spin-polarization e#ects.
Based on this static DFT for spin-polarized superfluid, we then develop
a general formalism for the adiabatic dynamics in the BEC-BCS crossover,
which is exact in the adiabatic limit. With a further harmonic approximation,
we show that the adiabatic dynamics is completely governed by properties of
the original unperturbed system, and therefore may be greatly simplified if
some symmetries are present in the unperturbed system. All the coe!cients
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in the adiabatic equations of motion are explicitly given from static linear
response theory. The computational complexity of our formalism is the same
as that of a static DFT, therefore the adiabatic dynamic theory is easier and
more practical compared to methods based on the time-dependent DFT or
Green function.
In general cases, applications of the adiabatic dynamic theory are car-
ried out through numerical simulations with standard DFT techniques. As
an analytical application, we study the adiabatic dynamics of a uniform su-
perfluid system. An analytical investigation would, as we expect, deepen our
understanding of the low-lying collective modes. We also show that the a-
diabatic equations of motion are reduced to the hydrodynamic equations of
motion within local density approximation in a spin-unpolarized superfluid






One-to-one mapping between general densities
and external potentials
In this appendix, I will show that there is a one-to-one mapping between
the set of general densities {-i(r)} (or equivalently, the basic variables, n(r),
m(r), dR(r) and dI(r) ) and the set of external potentials {Wi(r)}. The proof is
a straightforward generalization of Hohenberg and Kohn’s arguments in their
seminar paper[47].
Firstly, the Hamiltonian of a spin-polarized superfluid system, as given
in (3.16), is a functional of the four external potentials. Secondly, the ground
state wave-function |'0# of this system, is the eigenfunction of the Schrodinger
equation with the lowest energy
Ĥ|'0# = Eg|'0#. (A.1)
Thirdly, the four general densities can be calculated as the expectation values
in the ground state, as in (3.11). Therefore, for given {Wi(r)}, {-i(r)} are
uniquely determined.
To establish a one-to-one mapping between {-i(r)} and {Wi(r)}, we
also need to show that the mapping F : {Wi(r)} %{ -i(r)} is invertible.
We assume that there are two sets of di#erent external potentials {Wi(r)}
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and {W &i (r)} mapped to the same set of general densities {-i(r)}. The cor-
responding Hamiltonian, ground state energy and ground state wave function
associated with {Wi(r)} and {W &i (r)} are represented by Ĥ, Eg, |'0# and Ĥ &,
E &g, |'&0# accordingly. By the definition of ground state energy, we have
E &g = .'&0|Ĥ &|'&0# < .'0|Ĥ &|'0# = .'0|
$









Similarly, we also have
Eg = .'0|Ĥ|'0# < .'&0|Ĥ|'&0# = .'&0|
$
Ĥ & + Ŵ " Ŵ &
%
|'&0#
= E &g +
,
i
-i(r) (Wi(r)"W &i (r)) (A.3)
Adding (A.2) and (A.3) together leads to the paradox
E &g + Eg < Eg + E
&
g. (A.4)
This shows that the mapping F is invertible, 5 F%1 : {-i(r)} %{ Wi(r)},
therefore the ground state wave-function is completely determined by the set
of general densities {-i(r)}.
The arguments above are based on the assumption that the ground
state is non-degenerate. For more general proof, please refer to [67].
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Appendix B
Calculation of Berry Curvature !230
We will adopt the alternative definition of Berry curvature as given in
(4.16), where the excited states with n quasi-particles |%n# are defined as the
Ground state |%KS# acted by n quasi-particle operators /†mi. It is assumed
that all the quasi-particles have positive energies, thus
.%KS|%Hs/%-i|%n# = .k̃20|%HKS/%-i|k10# (B.1)


















with the Kohn-Sham matrix HKS as in (5.6). A direct calculation shows that




































Both the quantity µ " vs3 and vsp are functions of n and P , as given
in (5.10) and (5.11). Here, a further assumption for Fxc (3.23) is needed to
relate d and vsp. For simplicity, we assume that Fxc is independent of d, and
vsp is equal to d. The derivatives of µ " vs3 and vsp with respect to n can be
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